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LightSpira Intent

LightSpira:


is a messenger service company that assists the reach out of messages globally.



is a heart-based business and will in all aspects make business arrangements from
that standpoint.

LightSpira Messages:


are published in any/all formats that are in line with the vibration of the message.
It can be books, e-books, multimedia books, music, art, the spoken word, web, etc.
Any format that supports the vibration of the message and the possibility to reach
its audience will be looked into!



can be of any category (such as science, your own journey, social debate,
esotherical, leadership and many more).

Cocreating in LightSpira:


We are cocreators with the Divine, other messengers/cocreators and with Life
itself. Everything we do - we do from our hearts and in our Truth.



We are free to contribute in the way our hearts show us.



All cocreations/messages are individual. We have a dialogue throughout the
cocreational process in order to capture the essence of the message and to let it
take the most suitable form(s).
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Copyright
LightSpira does not claim owner rights to the published material.
The messenger must ascertain that they have the right to use all material provided for
publication. LightSpira does not assume responsibility for unlawful use of material
provided and will forwards any such claims to the messenger.

Production cost
The messenger is fully responsible for the cost of the production of the message (“the
production”).
LightSpira can take care of the complete process or parts of the publishing process.
It is possible to make some parts of the production on a value sharing basis between
cocreators. This is reflected in a value sharing agreement.
LightSpira’s intent is to provide services at a very reasonable cost level and with high
quality of the production and the service.
Prices and services may be updated at any time with no prior notice.

Value sharing
Revenues can be shared between cocreators. Every production will have a separate value
sharing agreement. The value sharing agreement states the percentage of revenues
between the different cocreators.
The value sharing agreement also regulates if the revenues are to be paid to an
individual or to a company.
LightSpira asks for a share to cover its cost for maintaining the service and will always
maintain that share at a very reasonable level. LightSpira’s share of the revenues is
regulated in the price/value list.
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Reporting and Payment
Sales are reported and settled quarterly. Payments will be made in the last day of the
month of the reporting (ie. 30th April, 31st July, 31st October, and 31st January).
LightSpira issues a credit invoice. LightSpira reserves the right to set a threshold value
for the credit to the paid.

Legal aspects
Cocreation within LightSpira is heart based. In any case of disagreement, then the first
thing to do is to have an honest and truthful dialogue about what the disagreement
seems to be about. If it is difficult to understand each other’s point of view, then dialogue
counseling help should be considered first option before any legal advice is being called
for.

We are in agreement
Date: _____________________

Place: _____________________________

Signature Messenger/Cocreator: _______________________________________

Printed Name:

______________________________________________

Date: _____________________

Place:_____________________________

Signature LightSpira:

____________________________________________

Printed Name:

____________________________________________
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